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1 Executive Summary
Between 2017 and 2020, the FuturePulse consortium developed, tested, and iterated on
a music trend analysis platform named FuturePulse. That testing and evaluation is part
of the purview of Work Package 5 – Pilots & Evaluation (WP5 Pilots & Evaluation). This
document – D5.8 Final pilot report – serves as an overall summary of Work Package 5’s
activities during that three-year period. This report covers the design, evaluation,
methodology, findings, and analysis for the full pilot testing phases that took place from
March 2019 (M19) through November 2020 (M39).
The FuturePulse project garnered participation from many high-profile music industry
stakeholders. The project evolved into an open alpha platform that was tested in the final
year of the project by over 450 pilot users. Led by the project’s three use case leaders –
Playground Music, Soundtrack Your Brand, and Sónar – the project received pilot users
from Warner Music, Sony Music, Live Nation, Roc Nation, Kobalt, and Impala to mention
a few.
During that time, an already rapidly-changing industry changed even more dramatically
with the onset of the COVID-19 global pandemic from March 2020. The project was
forced to adapt and change to closed stores, cancelled events, and countrywide
lockdowns. However, as will be seen in this report, the pilot leaders, technical team, and
coordinators for the FuturePulse project were able to pivot the focus of the pilot tests to
allow for a thorough testing of the FuturePulse platform, which yielded overall positive
feedback for FuturePulse’s more innovative features, including the prediction analytics,
popularity scores, and combined timelines among others.
D5.8 Final pilot report is a summary of the activities of W^5. This report begins with a
section on Preliminary Notes, which explains the deliverable in its context within the
consortium and other external factors. Next, the report covers the design and
implementation of the Pilots. Following is an explanation of the Methodology employed
during the last two phases of the pilot process; how FuturePulse’s efficacy is being
tested, who the pilot users are, what specific requirements they are reviewing, and how
their feedback is being evaluated. Then, the report covers the Analysis & Findings of
the pilot process, based on the evaluation methodology previously explored. Finally, the
report concludes with the Results & Conclusions, covering the takeaways from the
process and the feedback gathered.
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2 Preliminary Notes
This chapter provides the context of this deliverable, its relation to other project work
packages and tasks, and explanations of additional activities undertaken by WP5.

2.1 About this Deliverable
D5.8 Final pilot report marks the final deliverable for WP5. As such, this deliverable
serves as an overview for all activities undertaken during the 39-month project period by
members of WP5, an explanation of the methodologies used in defining the pilot process,
the findings from those pilots, and the overall takeaways for the pilot process.
The main goal of WP5 was to create a testing ground for the FuturePulse platform to
deliver a set of concrete user findings for the project. The most likely potential
stakeholders for the FuturePulse platform were divided into three main use cases, which
are explained in more detail below as well as in their individual pilot reports:
●
●
●

Record Label Use Case, led by Playground Music (PGM)
Live Music Use Case, led by Sónar
Music Platform Use Case, led by Soundtrack Your Brand

For more detail on each use case and their pilots, see previous pilot report deliverables:
●
●
●
●
●
●

D5.2 Record Label pilot report v1
D5.3 Record Label pilot report v2
D5.4 Live Music pilot report v1
D5.5 Live Music pilot report v2
D5.6 Music Platform pilot report v1
D5.7 Music Platform pilot report v2

Below is a list of the other Work Packages and how D5.8 Final pilot report relates to them
all.

2.2 Relation to Other Work Packages
The FuturePulse project is divided into seven work packages (WPs). Over the course of
the project, the different WPs relate to one another in several ways and depend on each
other to move forward. This deliverable is part of WP5, which as mentioned in previous
deliverables, aims to create a testing ground for the FuturePulse platform to deliver a set
of concrete user findings for the project. Following are descriptions of the other work
packages and how they relate to this deliverable.
WP1 - Open innovation, User Requirements and Design
The main objective of Work Package 1 (WP1) was to position FuturePulse in the highly
dynamic landscape of online music, to specify its unique and innovative characteristics
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and to deliver a set of concrete user requirements for FuturePulse. In particular, the WP1
aimed to do the following:
●
●

create an overview of technological and market trends on predictive analytics and
music;
define the user requirements for each of the three use cases addressed by the
project, the Record Label, the Live Music, and the Music Platform Use Cases.

The requirements analysis process involved all stakeholders, representatives of the
music industry, and technology developers. The involvement of stakeholders was not
limited to stakeholders within the consortium, but extended to stakeholders in the market,
who were asked to highlight the major limitations of existing solutions for gathering,
analyzing, and interpreting music data, the opportunities and their expectations from a
platform such as FuturePulse.
D5.8 Final pilot report is the culmination of the work in WP5 as led by the progress made
in WP1. Indeed, the work in WP1 was coordinated by PGM, leader of the Record Label
Use Case. The original requirements set in WP1 formed the basis for what the pilot
leaders would eventually be testing in WP5, which has its conclusions in this deliverable1.
WP2 - Music Data Collection, Analysis and Indexing
The main objective of Work Package 2 (WP2) was to ensure that all consortium partners
have timely access to music data necessary for developing and testing the FuturePulse
capabilities. Moreover, WP2 made sure that such data access complied with pertinent
regulations and fully respected the interests of all data owners.
D5.8 Final pilot report touches on the process undertaken by WP5 members to
coordinate with the technical team to ensure timely data on the platform was made
available to pilot users. With effort from WP2 members, WP5 members had data to
provide to pilot users to test the platform’s capabilities with as current data as possible.
WP3 - Predictive Analytics and Recommendations
The main objective of Work Package 3 (WP3) was to develop methods to leverage the
large variety of collected music data (derived from WP2) for supporting the decisionmaking processes of FuturePulse’s potential stakeholders (e.g. marketing choices,
booking decisions, etc.).
WP3 supplied the predictive capabilities of the FuturePulse platform, which came to be
an essential part of the piloting process undertaken by WP5. D5.8 Final pilot report
explains the use case leaders’ emphasis on prediction as a unique selling point for
FuturePulse, and general takeaways derived from the pilot test findings on prediction.

1

A complete list of the original requirements is included in section 3.3 of this report – Pilot
Methodology, Technical Background. Details on each requirement can be found in D1.4
FuturePulse requirements v2.
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More detail on the pilot users’ response to FuturePulse’s predictive capabilities can be
found in the Record Label, Live Music, and Music Platform pilot reports2.
WP4 - Platform Integration and Application Development
The main objective of Work Package 4 (WP4) was to thoroughly define the integrated
FuturePulse architecture, to develop all necessary applications and APIs towards the
integrated FuturePulse complete platform, and to produce an effective user
experience/user interface (UX/UI) that was competitive with currently available platforms.
D5.8 Final pilot report gives an overview of users’ experience with the FuturePulse
platform, their feedback on it as a data retrieval tool, and the connections between those
pieces of data. The integrated FuturePulse architecture developed in WP4 is what allows
those disparate pieces of data to be collected and linked to allow those connections to
be made.
WP6 - Innovation Management, Dissemination and Exploitation
The main objective of Work Package 6 (WP6) was two-fold:
●
●

to generate awareness about the project, its achievements in the general public
and in communities of interest;
to pave a clear path for exploitation and sustainability for the project.

WP5 relied on outreach to encourage potential stakeholders to participate in and pilot
test the platform. D5.8 Final pilot report details the results of that testing as a result of
the outreach done in WP6. In fact, all three use case leaders participated in WP6
outreach actions in some form during the project; especially toward the culmination of
the Large Scale Pilot.
WP7 - Project Management
The main objective of Work Package 7 (WP7) was to support the project in achieving its
goals through strong coordination and continuous monitoring, assessment and reporting.
Coordination with WP7 was essential to the creation of D5.8 Final pilot report. The WP7
leader BMAT is the author of this deliverable and has coordinated the collection of
information to develop it further. Also, WP7 activities like regular general assembly
meetings served as a forum for further developing WP5 activities, responsibilities, and
designing additional deliverables.

2

D5.5 Record Label pilot report v2; D5.6 Live Music pilot report v2; D5.7 Music Platform pilot
report v2
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2.3 Follow Up on Year 3 Action Plan
At the end of the second project review held in Brussels on October 22, 2019, the
reviewers requested that the FuturePulse consortium develop an action plan for the final
year of the project – a Year 3 Action Plan. The purpose of this plan for the pilot process
was to ensure that the piloting process was thorough. To that end, the reviewers provided
the following comments:
●

●

●

Comment #18: As currently presented in the deliverables, the proposed use
cases seem more suitable for a proof of concept aimed at showing to experts and
researchers the potential of the FuturePulse technologies, rather than real
multimedia content analysis and recommendation applications able to generate
interest from stakeholders of the music industry at a sufficiently large scale. The
technical team is working very well on the implementation of the relevant
predictive models, but this work needs to be better focused by taking into account
the final features that the pilots should implement as well as the feedback coming
from early adopters and potential customers.
Comment #19: Focus Year 3 efforts on the refinement of the use cases through
several iterative cycles of (possibly external) users’ feedback collection and
analysis
Comment #20: Involvement and interaction with final users and potential early
adopters should be significantly improved by including as much as possible
relevant stakeholders that are external to the Consortium. It is strongly suggested
to start this activity immediately in order to verify if plans for integration and tests
need to be changed or adapted as a consequence of the collected feedback.

The above three comments focus on a similar theme: the need for a feedback loop
between the findings from the relevant stakeholders (pilot users, use case leaders) and
the ongoing development of the platform. Since the use case leaders from WP5 are also
major users of the platform, WP5 already had a built-in method of testing the platform;
there was just a need to sync this feedback with the technical team. To improve this
connection between pilot feedback and technical development, the consortium selected
Colin Watson of BMAT as project coordinator for WP5. Through weekly meetings with
the use case leaders and regular check-ins with the technical team, BMAT as WP leader
was able to drastically improve the understanding between the use case leaders and
technical team, as well as refine existing requirements as they evolved throughout the
development of the platform.
To include external users’ feedback, use case leaders in WP5 focused on the
implementation of the Large Scale Pilot. For the Large Scale Pilot phase, use case
leaders expanded the list of pilot users within their networks and developed additional
feedback mechanisms (e.g. questionnaires, user action data). These feedback
mechanisms were used as the basis for further technical development. Use case leaders
also coordinated with the technical team to make the platform available as an open alpha
version. WP5 assisted in the release of an article in the Music Business Worldwide
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publication3, which greatly increased the outreach as well as the number of Large Scale
Pilot users. WP5 members also participated in outreach to increase interest, including
joining a panel at Sónar+D to review FuturePulse’s most interesting features. More
details on the measures taken in response to the second year review can be found in
the Year 3 Action Plan.
Unfortunately for all involved, the COVID-19 global pandemic appeared in the member
countries of the consortium at the end of February 2020, mid-March 2020, which forced
the consortium as a whole, and WP5 members specifically, to revise their responsibilities
and expectations again.

2.4 Follow-Up from Extension Granted due to Global Pandemic
As a result of the COVID-19 global pandemic that struck the music industry in March
2020, most stores being monitored by SYB were closed for months. Festivals and live
events were cancelled, which made it impossible for Sónar to test FuturePulse in the
field, as was the plan. In addition, workers from Sónar and SYB were furloughed – in
Sónar’s case, for three months – which reduced the amount of time available to dedicate
to the project. Furthermore, the changes that the global pandemic wrought on the music
industry as a whole changed the ways in which the industry interacted with customers,
including the ways PGM usually did, as leader of the Record Label Use Case.
In response, the FuturePulse consortium asked for and received a three-month
extension of the project, which pushed the delivery date of D5.8 Final pilot report from
August 31, 2020 (M36) to November 30, 2020 (M39). This extension allowed the pilots
to cope with the massive changes that COVID-19 caused for the FuturePulse project.
Using this three-month period, use case leaders were able to pivot and complete their
target activities. Sónar developed a targeted questionnaire for a specific large group of
pilot users for the Large Scale Pilot, given the fact that the live music industry had not
bounced back by the time Sónar’s workers were able to return from furlough. PGM was
mostly able to operate as usual, but still needed extra time to increase engagement from
pilot users since many of them were representatives from small or medium-sized music
industry companies, among the hardest hit by COVID-19. During this period, PGM held
workshops for users with regards to the platform updates, and executed both the Medium
Scale and Large Scale Pilots.
By the end, the Live Music and Record Label use cases were able to complete their final
pilots, gather and analyze feedback from pilot users, and provide their interpretation on
the feedback received by leveraging their expertise.

3

Music Business Worldwide article can be found here:
https://www.musicbusinessworldwide.com/futurepulse-just-released-a-musicforecasting-platform-but-needs-the-industrys-help/
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3 Pilot Methodology
This section explains the pilot process undertaken by the three use case leaders; the
structure, the methodology, the technical background, and the FuturePulse environment.

3.1 Design
The three use cases involved in testing the FuturePulse platform represent three key
stakeholders of the music industry: a) record labels; b) live music stakeholders (venues,
tour promoters, festival organizers, bookers); and c) online music platforms. Three use
case leaders were selected from the consortium to lead one of the three use cases and
conduct the requisite pilot tests for each:
●
●
●

Record Label Use Case, led by Playground Music (PGM)
Live Music Use Case, led by Sónar
Music Platform Use Case, led by Soundtrack Your Brand (SYB)

Each use case was subjected to three phases of pilot tests to ensure a comprehensive
analysis of FuturePulse’s usefulness as a tool for that use case. These three use cases
were selected for their relevance to the digital music industry, ranging from “traditional”
stakeholders (record labels, live industry), to rapidly growing companies (music
streaming services and platforms). This ensured that the delivered solution would be
properly focused on the most high-impact areas of the industry.
Pilot execution was envisioned as four separate but interconnected phases:
● Pre-pilot phase: set up the final requirements to be met through all pilot phases
with emphasis given to the small scale pilot, finalize reporting templates, finetune testing scenarios, engage with the end users
● Small Scale Pilot (1st Phase, M19-M24): implement small scale pilot, support
end users, provide feedback to technical partners, test initial set of requirements
and implementation in the platform, analyze results to inform development of
medium scale pilot, design and setup the medium scale pilot.
● Medium Scale Pilot (2nd Phase, M25-M30): implement medium scale pilot,
support end users, provide feedback to technical partners, test of advanced set
of requirements and implementation in the platform, analyze results to inform
development of large scale pilot, design and setup the large scale pilot.
● Large Scale Pilot (3rd Phase, M31-M35): implement large scale pilot, support
end users, provide feedback to technical partners, test of close-to-final set of
requirements and implementation in the platform, prepare final analysis for final
deliverables.
There were slight deviations from the planned schedule of each of these pilots due to
the evolving nature of the industry and of long-term projects. These deviations will be
addressed in the below sections for each use case.
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The plan for the three pilot testing phases was to expand the testing from internal testing
with a small group of people, to a large open invitation to the pilot leaders’ extended
networks. The idea was to not invite external stakeholders at the initial phase, in order
to prevent showing an unfinished product and discouraging future involvement from
repeat pilot users. The intent instead was to invite trusted users that could be beneficial
to the development phases (Small Scale and Medium Scale Pilots).

3.2 Evaluation
3.2.1 Methodology
For each of the project objectives, the evaluation methodology defines how the use case
leaders designed the evaluation methods as well as how they will evaluate the
responses. In this section, evaluation assets refer to what is being evaluated, so the
FuturePulse platform and its features. This methodology is based along the following
dimensions:
User Perception
● Completeness of the evaluation assets against the functional requirements
● Effectiveness of the evaluation assets to address the accountability attributes
● Capability of the evaluation assets to implement the accountability support
services
● Accuracy of the evaluation assets to deliver the expected artefacts
User Acceptance
● Usefulness of the evaluation assets
● Alignment of the evaluation assets to current business practices
● Overhead of the evaluation assets for knowledge transfer
● Increased trust in accomplishing the objectives
Impact Assessment
● Benefits brought by the evaluation assets to current business practices
● Barriers raised by the evaluation assets further wider adoption of the solution
framework
● Coverage of the data protection requirements in current cloud markets
● Willingness to leverage the use of the FuturePulse platform and applications
● Overall satisfaction
Each pilot phase for each use case may have slightly altered evaluation methodologies
to better analyze their results. If such an altered methodology exists, it will be mentioned
below.

3.2.2 Techniques
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Evaluation techniques can be categorized in a variety of ways, such as descriptive or
predictive, behavior-based or opinion-based, quantitative or qualitative, and so on
The evaluation methods that are presented in the following subsections have been used
during FuturePulse by either all three use cases or some of them, independently or
complementary to each other to produce better results (e.g. user action data was
combined with questionnaire data), depending on the scope, needs and focus of every
use case and of the running phase.
The techniques used in the pilot process are the following:
● User questionnaires: surveys intended to gather the user’s impressions of the
platform and its utility. Opinion-based questions were based on the Likert scale
structure (e.g. Rate how useful this data is to your daily work – 1 meaning Not at
all useful; 5 meaning Very useful). There were also text fields for qualitative
clarification. This allowed for multiple forms of feedback.
● User action data: data collected on what actions a pilot user logged into the
platform takes. Can only be collected from users who created a username and
logged in. Collected on an individual level (backend information collected by the
technical team directly from the FuturePulse database) and on an aggregate level
(Google Analytics).
● Workshops: As a complement to the questionnaires and user action data, the
use case leaders have also collected feedback from pilot users through
workshops including open discussions and leading questions.
● Direct contact: In addition, the use case leaders have collected feedback directly
from pilot users either verbally or by e-mail as they have professional
relationships with many of the pilot users.
All these sources have been taken into account in the development of requirements and
the feedback below.

3.2.3 Ethical and Privacy Considerations
None of the pilot leaders collect personal data from pilot users through the platform,
beyond email address, and user actions, which are both temporarily stored in the
backend. The purpose is to analyze them in an aggregated fashion to extract conclusions
and insights. When creating a FuturePulse account, all users sign a consent form
according to the GDPR guidelines. When the user signs in, they are prompted to check
the "informed consent" and the "privacy policy" boxes. The user is also asked to accept
the cookies necessary for Google Analytics.
In the questionnaires, each use case leader asks users for names and email addresses
in order to better analyze user actions, link users to their questionnaires if possible, and
follow up on users with incomplete questionnaires. This information is not shared with
anyone outside of the project. The rest of the answers in the questionnaire are
anonymous and cannot be traced back to a specific person. This total user anonymity is
also maintained across all published materials.
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3.3 Technical Background
3.3.1 Requirements Development and Evolution
The pilot process officially started with the development of WP1 where the consortium,
led by PGM and the use case leaders, developed a number of requirements for the
FuturePulse platform to make it relevant to potential customers (pilot users). These
requirements were spaced out to be implemented throughout the course of the project,
which prevented the technical team from being unnecessarily overwhelmed. The
requirements were separated by pilot scale (Small, Medium, and Large) so they could
be tested at various points during the pilot.
Over the course of the project, these requirements were revised based on 1) the use
case leaders’ recommendations; and 2) technical limitations that arose during the
project. All use case leaders entered the FuturePulse platform through the website and
reviewed the latest updates periodically and provided feedback.
The list of requirements and the method of tracking their progress went through several
iterations. Here is the original list of requirements and their update as of the Year 3 Action
Plan in 2019:
Req. Code

Original Description

Action Plan Update

RL_REQ#1

Predict streaming based on artist reference groups

Rephrased: Predict success of
track based on initial response

RL_REQ#2

A combined visual timeline for streaming statistics of Added: timeline for track
an artist
statistics

RL_REQ#5

Genres trending for each market

RL_REQ#6

Events impact on success

RL_REQ#7

Show trending tracks and artists for discovery

RL_REQ#9

Season related streaming changes

RL_REQ#10

Playlist related streaming

Added: Recommend playlists to
pitch to based on a track's audio
profile

RL_REQ#C

Have access to up-to-date catalog of released
artists/tracks in FuturePulse

new requirement

LM_REQ#1

Genre of electronic music

LM_REQ#3

Discography and Typical visuals per artist

LM_REQ#5

Artist popularity in a given genre

Added: filter by city, show
trending artists

LM_REQ#6

Growth of artist popularity

Added: prediction

LM_REQ#8

Top upcoming artists per genre

Added: filter by city
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LM_REQ#9

Genre popularity

Added: filter by city

LM_REQ#21

Past gigs

Added: filter by city

LM_REQ#22

User input to FuturePulse system

BMP_REQ#1

Recognition level of a track

Added: filter by city

BMP_REQ#2

Popularity level of a track

Added: filter by city

BMP_REQ#4

Genre of a track

BMP_REQ#6

Energy level in a track

BMP_REQ#8

Original release year for a track

BMP_REQ#9

Origin of an artist

BMP_REQ#10

Instrumental or vocals, major gender in track

BMP_REQ#11

Moods related to a track

BMP_REQ#12

BPM in a track

BMP_REQ#13

Fade in and fade out of a track

BMP_REQ#14

Major or minor in a track

BMP_REQ#15

Genre popularity for each market

new

User-friendly dashboard

new requirement

3.3.2 Technical Implementation Workflows
All requirements have been kept in a shared document where the technical partners
have been able to read and address comments made by use case leaders. Use case
leaders have also maintained a list of internal requirements to improve the platform. This
helped keep the use case leaders and the technical team aware of necessary
improvements and led to some improvements, such as reducing the platform data update
time with the Record Label Use Case’s typical release schedule. To keep track of all
action points, the use case leaders have been granted access to the technical partners’
program management software Asana, where all partners have been able to
communicate about each topic. Use case leaders especially focused on the evaluation
and testing of the user interface (UI). For this process, Asana provided a very controlled
iterative workflow.
To maintain the communication required to keep the technical requirements up to date,
BMAT as pilot coordinator chaired a weekly pilot coordination call to address pilot
progress and issues. With BMAT taking over the pilot coordination activities after Bass
Nation left the project, the pilot team was kept better aware of technical changes in the
pilot process. Any issue that required further technical assistance was brought up to the
technical team directly through project management software Basecamp and Asana.
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3.4 Environment: FuturePulse Platform
The FuturePulse platform has an open version that allows anyone to create an account
and test it. The platform can be found here: app.futurepulse.eu.
This is the environment that pilot users were evaluating mainly through questionnaire
data and user action data – collected by Google Analytics and the FuturePulse backend
as users interacted with the platform. This environment therefore was the tool through
which the FuturePulse pilot project gained its evaluation data sources.

Figure 1: FuturePulse platform at app.futurepulse.eu, Welcome page

The first page users visit when entering is the About Page, which welcomes them with
basic information, a link to the open questionnaire should they want to give feedback,
and an embedded video showing FuturePulse’s recorded demo.
In the next two sections, there is the Frequently Asked Questions page where the key
functions and features are explained and the Feedback page, which also takes the user
to the Large Scale Pilot Questionnaire.
The first page of the platform itself is a dashboard that can be customized to meet the
users’ individual needs. It displays artists, trending tracks and trending genres. To the
left, users can find a sidebar menu that takes them to each key function of the platform.
These are artists, tracks, playlists, genres, gigs. Every user who creates an account has
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to agree that FuturePulse collects their data and platform movements through Google
Analytics.

Figure 2: FuturePulse platform at app.futurepulse.eu, Dashboard

There are multiple input data sources displayed on the platform and there is a difference
between the open version of the platform available to all and the private version available
to PGM employees. The private version includes confidential data from
aggregators/distributors such as streaming data and artist demography data. The open
version displays data and information on Spotify playlists, selected social media data
where there is an open API available, Spotify popularity data as well as FuturePulse
popularity data (which is our own generated score), detailed genre information and
selected events information. All these sources have then been used to analyze
performance and create all the functions and features of FuturePulse.
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4 Pilot Results
The following section outlines the three use cases, their relevance to the project, and
their findings from the project.

4.1 Record Label Use Case
Background
The Record Label Use Case was led by Playground Music (PGM) – a major independent
record label with offices across Scandinavia. PGM has a diverse range of local repertoire
representing many different genres such as pop, rock, jazz, R&B, and more. They are
also partners to multiple international independent labels and represent international
repertoire on the Nordic markets.
The purpose for PGM to join the FuturePulse project as a consortium member and then
as a use case leader was to investigate the possibility to build a platform delivering
services to help music companies, through sophisticated analytics and predictive
modelling services, to better understand their audience and the music trends of the
future. This would assist the music companies to make highly informed business
decisions such as where to direct their marketing spend or what kind of artists to sign,
and ultimately to make their business more effective and profitable.
To be able to understand the industry needs, to start the research, and to create the
structure for the FuturePulse service, the project had to involve business cases that could
serve as a source of knowledge about the business models and to define the
requirements for the platform.
PGM was a good candidate as the Record Label Use Case leader for many reasons.
For one, the company controls a catalogue of around 4,000 artists and 74,000 tracks.
PGM also has a stable digital infrastructure, is well established on the digital marketplace
with experience in online marketing and promotion, is well experienced in analyzing data
from digital service providers (DSPs), and has a good reputation with a strong
international network.
Business Concept
From the beginning of the project, many high-level industry professionals with multiple
years of experience have been involved in developing FuturePulse. Throughout the
course of the project, work has been produced to keep the project up to date with current
industry trends and needs. Also, within all three pilots, particular care has been directed
towards getting to know the consumer needs. All this information and user feedback has
been what has been driving the development of the platform.
In 2019, global recorded music revenues saw a growth of 8.2%. This was the fifth
consecutive year of global growth. Revenues increased in many markets and in nine of
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the global top 10 markets. The total value of the recording industry in 2019 was
US$20.2bn. 56.1% of global industry revenues comes from streaming and record labels
invest $5.8bn in A&R and marketing annually.
The digitalization of the industry has created an exciting environment for music fans who
are benefiting from new and evolving services and accessing more music than ever
before. In turn, artists have more ways to connect with their fans and more opportunities
to share their work in diverse and creative ways; both on streaming platforms but also
through social media and digital press.
However, the cost of marketing and promotion is still high and record labels take huge
financial risks when signing artists. DSPs are also diluted with enormous amounts of
music released everyday by labels and DIY artists; Spotify alone is handling up to 40,000
releases per day4. The “long tail” has emerged and the variety of content that is available
to consumers is huge with an endless amount of music the consumer can choose to
listen to, this can be done free of charge through an ad-supported service or via a
subscription model. Needless to say, the competition for artists is tough.
Consumers have seemingly endless possibilities when it comes to choosing music to
listen to, which creates challenges for record labels who wish to be chosen. Not only do
labels have to know their consumers’ behaviors, music preferences, and preferred
medium for listening, labels also have to try and predict how that behavior will evolve
over time. That way, labels can make smart business decisions when it comes to A&R,
marketing and pitching in order to yield more revenues. In addition to that, it is even
harder to reach through all the buzz, influence consumers, and gatekeepers to make
sure that your label’s music is heard.
This is where data plays a huge role. The digitalization of the industry also means that
we now have access to large amounts of data from various sources. By knowing how to
analyze this data, you will immediately gain a competitive advantage. With that said, the
industry is fairly new to using data as a source of information. It is also complicated to
build systems that can collect and display large amounts of data and most labels do not
have resources in house to do so. That is why most labels and industry professionals
need to rely on third parties for this information. Most of the time the data and information
is gathered by looking at all the different individual platforms available.
FuturePulse was created with these challenges in mind. Anyone who is working with
artists on some level could benefit from the platform; from record labels and music
companies to management and artists themselves. Within these sectors, different
professions can find the platform useful; A&Rs, marketers and PR representatives. By
collecting and displaying data from multiple sources, FuturePulse solves a major issue
record labels currently have. By creating data-driven models and methods to analyze
4

https://www.musicbusinessworldwide.com/nearly-40000-tracks-are-now-being-addedto-spotify-every-single-day/
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this data and present the findings in an intuitive way, FuturePulse solves multiple other
consumer problems. For example, FuturePulse users from a record label receive a
collected view of information and data that can help analyze relevant trends before
signing that artist – genre trends, for example. FuturePulse users could also investigate
an artist’s popularity curve before deciding to spend any marketing money.

4.1.1 Small Scale Pilot
The Small Scale Pilot was conducted from March 2019 (M19) through August 2019
(M24) of the project. As stated in the Section 3.1 above, the basic scope for this task
included: implementing the Small Scale Pilot, supporting end users, providing feedback
to technical partners, test initial set of requirements and visualization, design and setup
of the medium scale pilot.
As described in the D5.9 Pilot Plan:
“During the first pilot phase, initial features of the platform will be tested
while feedback will be given on the overall design. Adding to the above
Pilot Users will be identified among the close circle of the use case
leaders or will be use case leaders themselves. The close relationship
with the first Pilot Users will also help enhance the platform and get
straightforward feedback about the features tested. The margin of error
and disappointment can be higher than for the large scale testing.”
Pilot Users
For the Small Scale Pilot, PGM engaged members of their own staff and people from
closely related labels as pilot users. No NDAs were necessary since all users were
internal to the PGM network. Staff involved were PGM’s Head of Social Media Marketing,
Marketing & Communication Manager, Information Manager, Head of Digital Operations,
and Digital Content Manager.
Pilot User Activities
For the Small Scale Pilot, each pilot user was given a face-to-face demonstration of the
platform and was given dedicated areas of testing to confirm that all data is being
collected from correct sources/accounts. They then provided feedback which was
collected and reported on.
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Requirements Tested & User Stories
Requirement

Description

User Story

RL_REQ#1:
Predict
success of
tracks based
on initial
response

Predicts the success of a
track based on data that
is recorded by the digital
service providers (i.e.
airplay numbers, new
marketing strategy, ads to
Spotify viral lists, etc.).

When releasing and working a track, the first days
are most crucial to monitor in order to get a feel for
‘where’ a track is heading; its success. It is
therefore of importance to gather as much data and
intel as possible during the first days. This data
includes streaming numbers, social media
mentions, social media engagement, radio plays,
skip rate, saves to library, Spotify followers etc.

RL_REQ#2: A
combined
visual timeline
for streaming
statistics of an
artist

The user will be able to
have an overall view of an
artist profile through chart
normalization in order to
compare streaming
statistics from different
DSPs (e.g. Spotify).
Statistics from social
media, YouTube and
DSPs are visualized in a
combined interactive
graph.

When you are working with an artist or track you
have to consider more than streaming/sales
numbers. It is important to look at data from multiple
sources in order to understand how a track or artist
is doing. It is also important to research how
different data sources collate with each other. This
is especially helpful if you are a marketer or project
manager; you want to know the cause and effect of
certain movements in order to make valid decisions
going forward.

RL_REQ#6:
Events impact
on success

Offers the ability to the
user to list, create and
edit events of an artist so
that he/she can evaluate
the effect of any event
(i.e. TV show appearance,
new marketing strategy,
product release, etc.).

When working with artists and their music, a lot of
PR and marketing effort is done ‘outside’ of the
digital space where data can be gathered. This
includes but is not limited to concerts/tours and TVperformances. Also, the timelines do not show
major happenings of the artist, such as a new
campaign starting or the release of an album etc.
So, by being able to add specific events to the
timeline, one can easily analyze the effect of said
event.

RL_REQ#10:
Playlist related
streaming

The user will be able to
search for a certain artist
and discover which
playlists contain tracks
from a given artist and
explore the stats of a
playlist.

In today’s music industry climate, Playlists play an
important role as they can help a track be
distributed to a lot of consumers. Often, the biggest
playlists are run by the DSPs and therefore
premiered and marketed heavily by them. Our job
as a record label is to pitch unreleased tracks to
appropriate genres, this is done before release, as
well as pitch it to playlists (can be done post
release). Also, by having as much information about
a playlist, for example how many days a track is
expected to stay on it or how many streams it
usually generates, it will help when creating a
playlist strategy and marketing strategy for a track.
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This could help record companies with the A&R
process and to make better decisions on what type
of artists to sign. Could also help with the export
process and to understand where to spend
marketing budget for local acts in certain foreign
territories.

Data Sources
The data sources used for evaluation were mainly data retrieved from the platform since
the goal of the pilot was to evaluate the platform in its then current state. The platform
data was compared to corresponding data on DSPs, social media, Spotify for Artists
Playgrounds’ own digital media base, etc., in order to validate the accuracy of the data
on the platform.
A valuable source was being able to get feedback from colleagues who were working
with artists and repertoire on a daily basis. They were useful not only when it came to
the technical assessment of the platform but also by giving their feedback on the overall
functionality of it; giving us insights to whether the platform was of use to them in their
daily work.
Another source was a questionnaire formed to help the pilot testers methodically test
and evaluate the platform in relation to the actual requirements of the first phase pilot
test.
A questionnaire was developed to evaluate the requirements and sub-requirements of
RL_REQ#2 and RL_REQ#5. The goal with the questionnaire was to see if internal
colleagues of Playground Music were able to find and use said requirements as well as
get their evaluation of the functions of the platform and whether it is useful to them in
their daily work. The questionnaire was a combination of direct questions as well as open
questions to get as much information out of it as possible.
Users were asked to apply the questions on five different artists’ profiles.
Results and Conclusions
The focus was set on identifying the different requirements and testing their functionality.
With that in mind, the pilot testers were satisfied with the outcome and could validate the
success of the initial requirements. As this was the first pilot phase (Small Scale Pilot)
on a newly developed platform, PGM made sure to set the users’ expectations
accordingly.
A couple of challenges were identified by the test users. To really stand out on the market
amongst competitors, the predictive analytic functionalities should be easy to find within
the platform and easy to manage and work with. Thus, perhaps some additional UX
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design was necessary. Another challenge mentioned was the design and user interface.
In order to attain and retain potential users, the design and user interface was as
important as the analytic functionalities. Even though the technical team developed many
innovative features, it was said by the testers that they did not add value unless
presented in a way where the user could understand them and apply them to their daily
work.
To conclude, the Small Scale Pilot test was carried out according to plan with data from
50 artists tested in the pilot and test activities was done as planned:
● Test activity 1: Thirty-five (35) tests carried out.
Success factor: All data tracked from correct sources and presented as planned.
●

Test activity 2: Technical feedback improved through regular contact
between pilot leaders and technical team.
Success factor: Technical feedback collected from pilots and provided to pilot
leaders and technical team

●

Test activity 3: Four (4) in depth tests carried out.
Success factor: Qualitative and useful findings for the continuation of the projects.
Technical feedback was given to the technical partners on an ongoing basis.
For the qualitative in depth tests, the pilot resulted in many learnings. One of the most
important being the value of effective design and user interface; to be able to present all
the data and features in a comprehensive way so that someone who is not deeply
involved in the project can make use of it.

4.1.2 Medium Scale Pilot
For the Medium Scale Pilot, PGM aimed to involve a larger number of music business
professionals to test the newly added features of the platform (listed in the requirements
section below). However, to test these features would require access to closed and
confidential data from the participants’ own catalogues of repertoire. Unfortunately, it was
not possible to onboard catalogues and confidential data from sources other than PGM
at this point. Thus, it was decided to restrict the Medium Scale Pilot to a group of pilot
users within the PGM professional sphere (i.e. their music is also distributed by or
licensed to PGM).
Pilot Users
Medium Scale Pilot users were all internal to PGM’s network. PGM created a list of 30
pilot users; a combination of personnel at the PGM branches in Sweden, Denmark,
Norway and Finland, as well as external but related label partners, and management
with association to PGM. The aim when choosing the pilot users was to have people
representing a broad spectrum of functions at a record label.
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Pilot User Activities
The plan for the Medium Scale pilot was to expand the scope of the testing with an
increase to 30 pilot users. The Medium Scale pilot was aimed to test specific
requirements mentioned below. In addition to that, the aim was also to test the whole
platform and its usability for industry professionals' day-to-day business. This was done
through one webinar, several workshops, and two questionnaires.
Requirements Tested & User Stories
Requirement

Description

User Story

(RL_REQ#1):
Predict success
of track based
on initial
response

Based on initial data gain the ability
to predict the success of a track.
This initial data would be based on
a set of parameters that would be
tracked across all DSPs.

When releasing and working a
track, the first days are most crucial
to monitor in order to get a feel for
‘where’ a track is heading; its
success. It is therefore of
importance to gather as much data
and intel as possible during the first
days. This data includes streaming
numbers, social media mentions,
social media engagement, radio
plays, skip rate, saves to library,
Spotify followers etc.

(RL_REQ#2):
Combined
visual timeline
for streaming
statistics of an
artist / track

Statistics from social media,
YouTube and DSPs visualized in a
combined interactive graph. Events
that can be added automatically
should be in the timeline, such as
"release date". The solution should
also include the possibility to
manually enter "events", as simple
marks in the timeline, that could
influence streaming quantities,
such as the start of an ad
campaign, an addition of a song to
a playlist, or other events. Stats
represented should be both
number of listeners and number of
streams, on a daily basis.

When you are working with an artist
or track you have to consider more
than streaming/sales numbers. It is
important to look at data from
multiple sources in order to
understand how a track or artist is
doing. It is also important to
research how different data sources
collate with each other. This is
especially helpful if you are a
marketer or project manager; you
want to know the cause and effect
of certain movements in order to
make valid decisions going forward.

Data Sources
Users were given access to a pre-pilot questionnaire which was aimed to collect general
information about the users and their habits and experience when it comes to similar
analytical platforms as well as the kind of information they look for in their line of work.
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PGM wanted this information to determine the potential need for a platform like
FuturePulse.
Users were also given demonstrations of the platform and its current capabilities, both
through workshops as well as a larger webinar held on August 13, 2020 attended by 25
of the pilot users. The demonstrations showed all aspects and features of the platform in
depth and included cases of how it can be used. The users were then asked to create
user accounts, explore the platform and then complete questionnaires on their
impressions of the platform as well as their professional background, so the pilot leaders
could analyze their responses in the context of their sectors and job functions.
The workshops held were aimed at creating open discussions about the platform and its
features. Pilot leaders showed some of the key features and asked for feedback. The
pilot leaders also asked open questions about what they felt were missing from the
platform as well as what kind of functions they would like to see in order to help them in
their day-to-day business. This led to a lot of great verbal feedback to analyze in addition
to the questionnaires collected.
User action data on the platform was also monitored using the FuturePulse backend and
Google Analytics. These sources keep an account of a variety of data to answer basic
questions about the pilot users’ activity in the platform (e.g. how active they were in the
platform, what features did they interact with, what were the most popular features).

Results and Conclusions
During the course of the Medium Scale Pilot, it was difficult to manage the pilot users’
expectations. While FuturePulse is a research project, pilot users were often giving their
impressions expecting a market-ready product. When you present a product like
FuturePulse to industry professionals they will by default start comparing it to what they
are used to: platforms and analytical tools they use today. While the pilot leaders have
tried to encourage the pilot users to read the scientific papers of the research as well as
tried to explain and simplify it during workshops and webinars, we cannot deny that the
only other way to present the findings of the project has been through the platform. As
much as the pilot leaders have expressed that the platform is early stage and will lack
certain data and performance, it has been difficult to manage the expectations of a
market-ready or at least a close to market-ready product.
At the end of the Medium Scale Pilot, PGM received 25 questionnaires representing 30
pilot users testing the platform. PGM also held workshops with 10 pilot users in total. Our
findings showed that pilot users were enthusiastic about the potential FuturePulse holds.
However, the data missing was too much of an issue for FuturePulse to be able to
measure itself against other analytical platforms available on the market today. With that
in mind, FuturePulse developed features considered by the pilot users to be novel and
unique. At the end of the Medium Scale Pilot, it was clear that FuturePulse had
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interesting, useful features for users, but needed to focus on improved design and
deepening of those features to become a viable commercial platform.

4.1.3 Large Scale Pilot
The Large Scale Pilot was focused around testing the platform as a whole in its current
(alpha) state. The aim was testing how market ready the product was and getting
feedback accordingly from as many industry professionals as possible.
Pilot Users
In order to expand the group of pilot users for the Large Scale Pilot, PGM invited
attendees from the open webinar on October 9, 2020 to test the platform. Invitees
included a large number of industry professionals; approximately 350 people from
Sweden; members of the Swedish Independent Label association (SOM) as well as other
users from PGM’s local network, and another 50 from PGM’s international network.
Around 80 of these 400 invited users tried out the platform, which provided a mix of
questionnaire responses and user action data.
Pilot User Activities
Large Scale Users were engaged when the FuturePulse platform was opened as a public
alpha version on October 9, 2020. This was kicked off at Sónar+D during an open
webinar – a dissemination event featuring an in-depth demonstration of the platform as
well as an introduction to the FuturePulse project. That same day, PGM reached out to
their network encouraging them to sign up for the alpha and provide feedback through
the Large Scale Pilot questionnaire. In addition, the technical team continued to collect
user action data through the FuturePulse backend and Google Analytics.
Requirements Tested
Requirement

Description

User Story

(RL_REQ#5):
Genres
trending for
each market

Predict trending
genres in different
territories and
investigate recurring
patterns.

As an A&R at a record label, it is of importance to
know not only what is happening in terms of
trends on a market but also having a feeling for
and knowing about emerging trends. Predicting
trends on certain markets could help record
labels and managements with the A&R process
and to make better decisions on what type of
artists to sign. It could also help with the export
process of an artist; knowing what territories
could work for a type of artist. In addition, this is
also helpful to understand where to spend
marketing budget for local acts in certain foreign
territories.

(RL_REQ#10A):
Recommend

By matching the
audio profile of a

In today’s music industry climate, playlists play an
important role as they can help a track be
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playlists to
pitch to based
on a track's
audio profile

track with the audio
profile of playlists the
intention is that the
platform should be
able to recommend
suitable playlists for a
specific track.

distributed to a lot of consumers. Often, the
biggest playlists are run by the DSPs and
therefore premiered and marketed heavily by
them. The job of a record label is to pitch
unreleased tracks to appropriate genres, this is
done before release, as well as pitch it to playlists
(can be done post release).

(RL_REQ#7):
Show trending
tracks and
artists for
discovery

FuturePulse would
discover trending
tracks and artists and
discover those who
are currently having a
statistical upswing or
doing particularly
‘good’.

As a repertoire owner, you sometimes represent
thousands of tracks and hundreds of artists. It is
therefore not possible to stay updated on every
single track. That is why it would be helpful if
there was a way to get a notification of when a
particular track or artist is doing well or
performing out of the ordinary.

(RL_REQ#C):
Have access to
up-to-date
catalog of
released
artists/tracks in
FuturePulse (no
older than 24
hours)

This requirement was
added with the Year 3
Action Plan on
request from pilot
leaders and small
scale pilot users.

The industry as we know it today operates at a
fast pace since becoming a mostly digitized
market. Instead of looking at sales numbers once
a week or month for physical records sold, we are
now able to attain data from various sources in
almost real time. When looking at data, you
always want to be looking at the latest data
available. This is crucial to be able to make
informed and up to speed decisions. Anything
can happen within the course of a day and that is
why it is important to stay updated.

Results and Conclusions
The pilot process has moved from internal and private testing to opening up the platform
to the public and inviting a broad spectrum of pilot users. Some conclusions we can draw
from the Large Scale Pilot are that pilot users are always happy to receive insights and
information about their projects. However, there are many analytical platforms, often
priced very low or free, that offer this so they feel like any new platform needs to have a
unique offer with features that cannot be found elsewhere. Unlike the Medium Scale Pilot
users, many of the Large Scale Pilot users found that FuturePulse is comprehensive and
easy to use. This is a direct result of the continuous updates done to the UX/UI of the
platform. In the same manner as the medium scale pilot users, the Large Scale Pilot
users would like to see even more data being displayed and gathered, or at least made
available through private accounts (such as PGM). This data includes everything from
more detailed demographics data, more geographical data (in order to do more narrow
filter searches), expansion of genres to choose from and better data from other DSPs
than Spotify. Even so, pilot users are more accepting and satisfied with the platform and
excited for the platform or at least aspects of it to be commercially available.
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4.2 Live Music Use Case
Background
The Live Music Use Case was led by Sónar – a live music festival company based in
Barcelona running music festivals internationally.
Business Concept
The live music business in 2020, like most sectors of the industry, relies heavily on data.
Streaming numbers, local popularity, social media presence – all of these factor into the
key question for live music events, festivals and venues: how many people will come to
a show if we book this artist? To answer that question, bookers are turning to data, of
which there is an extraordinary amount. FuturePulse, thus, provides aggregation, and
more importantly, interpretation of that data to allow live music professionals to make
decisions based on past knowledge. To answer how, the Live Music Use Case leader
Sónar answers a few Key Customer Questions to provide a better understanding of what
kind of data to collect, analyze, and ultimately use in their decision-making process.
For the Live Music Use Case specifically, the target customers are events and festivals
promoters, and marketing and communication departments within these companies.
In an increasingly competitive market, though the data exists and the live industry sees
data as the future, bookers currently do not have the technological or data expertise to
make truly data-driven decisions. Instead, those decisions are based on a combination
of networks and qualitative assumptions. FuturePulse presents an opportunity to
supplement this model with data, providing a base for more accurate and cost-effective
bookings.
Some areas of the live industry have embraced data-driven decisions than others.
Marketing and communication of live events is increasingly data-driven. However, unified
statistics about artists and audiences to drive decisions is nonetheless difficult to access.
FuturePulse presents an opportunity for marketers to have access to a unified tool with
easy to access analytics on artists and audiences to help with making cost effective
marketing decisions related to Artists, specifically with a digital marketing application on
Social Media.
The most important customer benefit is competitive advantage, which can be achieved
twofold, responding to the differing but linked problems or opportunities explained above.
The Live Music Use Case pilot phases have been specifically designed to incorporate
market research into their methodology. Further to this, Sónar is also an active events
promoter, and internal consultation with the booking and marketing departments was
conducted at an early stage of the project.
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The customer experience for the Live Music Use Case is envisioned as a unified tool
that can be accessed regularly to assist in decision making throughout the festival cycle,
from booking (between 18 months and 12 months before the event), through to
marketing and communicating (between 12 months before and the day of the event), to
reporting at an end stage (after the event).

4.2.1 Small Scale Pilot
The Small Scale Pilot coincided with Sónar’s entry into the consortium in Year 3,
replacing Bass Nation as the Live Music Use Case. As such, the purpose of the small
scale pilot was to test the basic functions of the platform, as well as for Sónar to appraise
the platform with reference to their revised needs as a new use case partner.
The pilot was conducted by means of a presentation followed by a questionnaire
requiring the pilot user to appraise each tested requirement in detail. Further details on
the Small Scale Pilot testing, including the Small Scale Pilot questionnaire can be found
in D5.3 Live Music pilot report v1.

Pilot Users
Nacho Moya, Chief Technology Officer (CTO) of Sónar acted as the sole pilot tester for
the Small Scale Pilot, since the purpose was to test the basic functionality of the platform.
Moya was an excellent candidate to provide feedback on the FuturePulse platform. As
CTO, he is responsible for technical and innovative projects and partnerships at Sónar
and he works closely with all teams to ensure that technical and innovative solutions are
implemented to enhance their methods of working and organizing the music festivals
that take place globally, which gives him full understanding of what is needed to book
artists for an electronic music festival.

Pilot User Activities
The pilot user attended a demonstration of the FuturePulse platform in its state at the
time, and filled out a basic questionnaire asking the user to evaluate the platform against
the requirements5. At this stage the questions were mainly focused on the relevance of
the in-platform data compiled and appraisal of the basic popularity and genre features.
Requirements Tested

5

Requirement

Description

User Story

LM_REQ#1: Genre
of electronic music

Identify the genre /
subgenre of an electronic
music track.

As a music festival specializing in
electronic music artists, we want to
identify music by genre and subgenre.

Questionnaire can be found in D5.3 Live Music pilot report v1
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LM_REQ#3:
Discography and
typical visuals per
artist

Full discography (with
charts performance) and
common visuals (album
art).

Discography and visuals will make the
end UI nice looking, captivating, and
support navigation.

LM_REQ#9: Genre
popularity

Identify the popularity of
an artist in an electronic
music genre or subgenre.

Sónar is an international event attracting
a global audience so we want to be able
to identify the short-term and long-term
popularity of a subgenre both globally and
locally. This will help the promoters select
the right genres and subgenres for each
stage for each day of the festival and
curate a lineup that will have a positive
impact on ticket sales.

Results and Conclusions
As was to be expected, the Small Scale Pilot concluded that the platform needed
substantial revisions before it would be a useful tool for decision-making. The most
important lesson learned was that FuturePulse was missing the electronic music
catalogue critical to adequate testing of the Live Music Use Case.
Also, as this pilot was begun by previous use case leader Bass Nation, Sónar needed to
redesign the pilot going forward. However, even though Sónar had a limited amount of
time available to work on the Small Scale Pilot, it was clear that there was an inherent
disconnect between some of the sub-requirements and the Live Music Use Case. All
feedback arising from the pilot was designed to help the new use case owner (Sónar) to
pivot the approach for the second phase Medium Scale Pilot.

4.2.2 Medium Scale Pilot

Pilot Users
The Live Music Use Case Medium Scale Pilot was split into two parts. For the first part,
Sónar engaged 25 members of the We Are Europe (WAE) cooperation project and
enlisted their bookers as the Focus Group. Involving the five professional bookers
operating in the festivals that are part of the WAE project was a key aspect of the new
outreach strategy since, on the one hand, it brought the platform to potential clients and
on the other hand, we received accurate feedback on the needs of these potential clients.
The second part of the Medium Scale Pilot focused on the marketing strategies
employed by professionals at festivals or live music events, and tested the influence that
FuturePulse can have not only on a decision on programming and final line-up, but also
on the marketing and communication of artists already confirmed on a line up. Sónar
contacted the bookers of their international partner editions and provided them a twopart questionnaire. The questionnaire was answered by five live music professionals
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from Sónar Istanbul, Sónar México, Sónar Athens, Sónar Hong Kong and the Madrid
based festival Paraíso.
Pilot User Activities
For the first part of the Medium Scale Pilot, Sónar hosted the We Are Europe (WAE)
working group on December 19, 2019. Sónar provided a demo of the FuturePulse
platform and then had work group members fill out a questionnaire. After this, Sónar
provided a demo of the platform for their own bookers for international Sónar festivals
and then had them fill out two questionnaires to test FuturePulse’s metrics in booking
artists for Sónar events. These questionnaires were jointly developed with PGM and
SYB.
The first was a Pre-Pilot Questionnaire aimed at collecting general feedback about the
users and their habits and experience when it comes to similar analytical platforms, as
well as the kind of information they look for in their line of work. The second was a PostPilot Questionnaire aimed at collecting feedback of their experience with the platform.
During the Medium Scale Pilot, the technical team began collecting user action data from
the FuturePulse backend and Google Analytics. These sources keep an account of a
variety of data, including but not limited to number and target of user actions.
Requirements Tested
Requirement

Description

User Story

LM_REQ#1:
Identify
genre/subgenre
of electronic
music (from
uploaded audio

Identify the genre /
subgenre of an
electronic music track.

As a music festival specializing in electronic
music artists, we want to identify music by
genre and subgenre. It was important to the
Live Music Use Case to see more electronic
music subgenres correctly identified and
categorized by the platform, as the Small
Scale Pilot revealed an early bias towards
rock and pop genres. This was remedied by
providing the technical partners with the last
10 years of Sónar festival line-ups (1000+
artists) for genre analysis.

RL_REQ#2:
Combined visual
timeline for
streaming
statistics of an
artist

Full discography (with
charts performance)
and common visuals
(album art).

The customer needs to be able to quickly and
intuitively compare analytics of two or more
artists. Creation of a fluid UX in this respect
both responds to the customers’ analytic
needs, and will encourage repeated use of
the tool.
Being able to visualize at a glance the
timeline with the popularity, impact on
networks and streaming statistics and
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compare timelines is a feature that can help
our bookers decide between two similar
artists, and/or guide marketing decisions.
LM_REQ#6:
Growth of artist
popularity

Growth of popularity on
a week / month / year
basis. This feature
would offer a global
view of the growth of
the artists as well as a
localized view for local
promoters.

Artist popularity growth in general terms can
assist marketers in decisions regarding which
artists to invest when faced with a choice. In
the case of two comparable artists, where
one has a higher popularity but is on a
downward trend, and the other has lower
overall popularity but is on an upward
trajectory, the second artist may represent a
better ROI.
While predictive popularity is an important
feature, it’s direct application to booking
Artists is not clear as music bookings for
festivals or venues are usually made up to a
year in advance.
A more valuable application of the same
feature is in making medium and short-term
decisions to invest in marketing and
communications campaigns and actions
based on Artists already booked on current
line ups.

LM_REQ#8: Top
upcoming artists
per genre

Identifying up and
coming artists to create
a long-term pipeline

While artist booking is typically done 12
months in advance, building a pipeline of up
and coming artists is an important part of the
process. This feature, used in conjunction
with the “favorite artists” functionality, allows
bookers to identify and bookmark artists
within a certain genre to follow their progress.

LM_REQ#9:
Genre popularity
by city

Give short and longterm popularity of a
genre with a global
approach (popularity
worldwide) as well as a
local input for local Live
Music professionals.

Sónar is an international event attracting a
global audience so we want to be able to
identify the short-term and long-term
popularity of a subgenre both globally and
locally.
This helps the promoters select the right
genres and subgenres for each stage for
each day of the festival and curate a line-up
that will have a positive impact on ticket sales
and marketing performance. Although the
‘popularity growth by country’ functionality
gives us reliable indicators, more granular
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analysis by city is also possible using the
VenueRank feature.

RL_REQ#7: Show
trending tracks
and artists for
discovery

FuturePulse discovers
trending tracks and
artists and allows for
the identification of
those who are currently
having a statistical
upswing or doing
particularly ‘well’.

Track popularity can be a useful gauge of
future artist popularity, which can affect
booking decisions or marketing spend. That
is why it would be helpful if there was a way
to get a notification of when a particular track
or artist is doing well or performing out of the
ordinary.

Results and Conclusions
The Medium Scale Pilot findings showed that worldwide professionals working in booking
departments, whether they use DSPs sources for gauging artist popularity or not,
showed great interest in the possibilities of the platform. Although some of the feedback
received pointed to the lack of data available for all artists as a potential shortcoming of
the platform, they valued very positively the functionalities related to artist popularity,
geographical information and prediction, seeing in all of them real possibilities to
implement them in their usual business practices.

4.2.3 Large Scale Pilot

Pilot Users
The outreach of the Large Scale Pilot was much wider as Sónar was able to count on its
membership in the Association of Music Promoters (APM) and the Association of Music
Festivals (AFM) to use their mailing lists to make a broader call for both festival
professionals and promoters. Furthermore, Sónar contacted the festival network
provided by Sónar’s mother company Superstruct, thus widening the spectrum of
professionals to include a number of leading international events.
The profile of the pilot users was much more varied than in the previous pilots, even
though the outreach was intended to target marketing and communication professionals,
as well as bookers. This was the target user profile, since their experience was highly
valued, in the context of the revised requirements.
More than 60 interested professionals attended the call, of which 25 participated in the
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pilot and evaluated the platform by answering the questionnaires. Among them were
promoters, directors and bookers of festivals, managers and agents of companies such
as Live Nation (Marketing Director), IME Music Ltd (marketing coordinator), Madcool
Festival (CEO), Superstruct Entertainment (Artist Coordinator), Elrow (Music Director),
Sold Out (Production Manager) or The Project (Business Director). For further details,
see deliverable D5.6 Live Music pilot report v2.

Pilot User Activities
Users attended the open FuturePulse webinar held on October 9, 2020. The open
webinar was a dissemination event held by the FuturePulse consortium which the pilot
leaders saw as a good opportunity to invite the pilot users as it was an in-depth
demonstration of the platform as well as an introduction to the FuturePulse project. They
then completed a questionnaire aimed at collecting feedback of their experience with the
platform. Pilot users were also supplied with a tailored video tutorial created by Sónar,
which demonstrated the features to be tested. Also, as with the Medium Scale Pilot, the
technical team continued collecting user action data from the backend to collect
information on most popular features and most active users.
Requirements Tested
Requirement

Description

User Story

LM_REQ#5:
Artist
popularity in a
given genre by
city

Collect event data, including
venue-artist information: Genres
trending for each market. Apply
VenueRank to calculate artist
and venue popularity scores at
specific time frames and
countries/cities: Genres trending
for each market

Collecting event data and venue
information to calculate artist and
venue popularity by city helps to invest
in the right marketing and
communications strategies and also
be an asset to promoters and bookers
to engage with the more popular
artists in a given genre. This
requirement was developed according
to the positive feedback received
about geographical Artist popularity in
the medium scale pilot.

LM_REQ#21):
Past gigs

This requirement led to the
development of the VenueRank
feature, which compiles data
from venues by city and assigns
a rank to artists accordingly.

Festivals such as Sónar need to know
how often an artist has been
performing in the city where the
festival is held.

Results and Conclusions
Based on the findings from the 25 questionnaires gathered during the Large Scale Pilot,
Sónar listed the following conclusions:
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The aspect that has had the greatest positive impact on the pilots and that can
also positively affect their business practices is FuturePulse's ability to combine
several sources in a common environment. Having access to this data and having
the ability to visually compare information from different sources and DSPs
(including social media, streaming services and others) is one of the main assets
of the platform, both for bookers and marketing departments.
Artist popularity insights and predictive functionality is considered by the testers
as an effective and useful function for marketing purposes. Users have found this
functionality the most relevant for the Live Music case, however, the lack of public
data available for all tracked artists could be considered as a disadvantage.
Future iterations of the platform should include a fix for missing data, based either
on investment in server space, or a tiered paid model with different levels of data
available.
Being aware of other competing platforms in the market, testers from the booking
department pointed out that FuturePulse could be an excellent booking solution
if it contained more details and information on venue capacity, ticketing
information and a more comprehensive list of past gigs based on several reliable
sources. That would really take the platform off the ground and set it apart from
the other platforms available on the market.

4.3 Music Platform Use Case
The Music Platform Use Case was led by Soundtrack Your Brand (SYB) – a background
music company available on 74 markets, providing a streaming platform with 60 million
tracks.
Background
Soundtrack Your Brand is one of roughly 200 professional suppliers of background music
to businesses globally. It was founded by early employees from Spotify and Beats Music,
together with Spotify, using the Spotify client as the main platform in the beginning. The
service was originally called Spotify Business, and was an add-on for businesses within
the Spotify client. This was the business concept when the FuturePulse proposal was
presented for the EU.
In the beginning of the FuturePulse project, the business concept changed. Instead of
using Spotify as the main client for background music, a separate platform was
developed under the SYB umbrella, a company now partly owned by Spotify. The new
streaming platform Soundtrack has been used to test the results from the FuturePulse
project, as well as the FuturePulse UI in the last phase of the project. The Soundtrack
platform contains the Production Tool where professional users (music editors and
playlist makers) work, while the Create Tool is the part of the platform where end users
(clients) make their own soundtracks.
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Figure 3: Soundtrack's Create tool, main page

Figure 4: Soundtrack's Create tool, detail

The mission for SYB is to change the landscape for background music, towards a system
that is more fair to rights holders, artists, musicians and composers. The FuturePulse
project has been an important part of that journey.
FuturePulse research and technology play a major role in being able to provide a
streaming platform that competes with the current status quo in the background music
sector, where the majority of users either use consumer streaming platforms, royaltyfree music platforms or even pirating services.
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During the course of the FuturePulse project, and partly as a result of it, SYB has moved
to become a close business partner with all major labels, indie associations,
PROs/CMOs, in providing a full featured alternative to the current situation, as well as
being the first actor in this area accepted by the music industry to handle public
performance licensing, revenue collection and revenue distribution to rights holders.
Business Concept
Background music providers are having both rights holders in the music industry and
business owners as customers. For record labels, publishers, artists, CMOs/PROs,
background music providers are important vehicles for exposing music as well as for
collecting money to rights holders. As described in earlier deliverables, this area of the
music industry has been quite underdeveloped, and the FuturePulse project set out to
change this situation. 83% of business owners are still not streaming correctly licensed
music in their commercial environment, information that has been received through
FuturePulse related research6.
SYB end users are of multiple categories – some are clients that are using music in their
businesses through the Soundtrack streaming platform. These clients consist of
companies of various sizes – from small enterprises to large international chains. Others
are resellers of the Soundtrack platform, that are branding the platform towards certain
business areas (e.g. grocery stores or fashion stores). Resellers of the platform are one
core category of clients to SYB, working as “middlemen” between the streaming platform
and niched business areas. At the same time, rights holders in the music industry, such
as collecting societies and record labels, are also customers of SYB, since the platform
can provide them with detailed data on music usage that is not available elsewhere.
One of the problems for European businesses is that most background music providers
do not give access to the same kind of large music catalogue as consumer streaming
services (such as Apple Music, Deezer, YouTube, Spotify etc.). A business owner that
wants to be active in their music choices (instead of just using a regular radio channel or
the equivalent), is therefore often limited catalogue-wise. Many choose to use consumer
services instead, which is a breach of the Terms of Use of consumer streaming services,
and is a big problem for the music industry7.
That is the reason why SYB has decided to provide the same kind of large catalogue as
consumer streaming services does. The benefit for the customer is that he or she gets
all of the music, at the same time as they are using music in the correct licensed way.
To be able to compete with unlawful music usage, the Soundtrack platform also needs
to add extra value to the music that is not available at regular consumer streaming

6

see D5.15 Music Platform pilot report v2 for details
see D5.15 Music Platform pilot report v2 for details on a large scale survey done in
relation to FuturePulse among 5,000 businesses in 8 countries
7
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services, such as the possibility to create playlists based on moods, energy levels,
popularity, language, recognition levels etc.

4.3.1 Small Scale Pilot

Pilot Users
During the first phase of pilot testing in 2019, the scale of testing was quite large for the
Music Platform Use Case. The pilot users have mainly been the same throughout the
whole project, although with a progressive development of size and number of
requirements tested, except for 2020, when the number of business users decreased
radically as a result of the corona pandemic.
The pilot users have been music editors and professionals creating playlists using the
Soundtrack platform, and clients that are using the Soundtrack platform in their own
businesses. During the last and largest phase of pilot testing in 2020, SYB added
external users invited to test the FuturePulse UI as a third category of user.
During the Small Scale Pilot, requirement BMP_REQ#1 - Recognition level of a track
was tested among an online crowd of over 1,000 internet users using a large set of
tracks, which were chosen automatically by the FuturePulse recognition algorithm8.
Pilot User Activities
Music editors and software developers from SYB evaluated results from several of the
requirements, by comparing it with their own knowledge regarding the specific tracks.
SYB clients using functions Energy, Genres, Moods, Year were monitored through the
SYB platform to build a knowledge base on detailed behavior, that was used for further
testing during the later pilot phases of the project9.

Requirements Tested

Requirement

Description

User Story

BMP_REQ#1 Recognition
level of a track

The current level of recognition, or
awareness, of a track per market, as defined
in ISO 3166-1, and globally. This could further
be enriched with recognition levels for certain
age and gender groups per market, as well as

The requirement is most
of all important for playlist
editors, and as a
composite for sorting
tracks in playlists
together with the

8

see Koutlis C. et al. 2019. Data-driven song recognition estimation using collective
memory dynamics models
9
see D5.4 Music Platform pilot report v1 for further details
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globally, if demographic data is made
available.

popularity of the tracks.

BMP_REQ#4 Genre of a track

Identify the genre of the tracks in the entire
SYB catalogue.

Important both for playlist
editors and end users.

BMP_REQ#6 Energy level in
a track

Information about perceived energy for all of
the tracks in the SYB catalogue (0-10).

Important variable for
music editors and end
clients when choosing
music that corresponds to
certain environments and
situations.

BMP_REQ#8 Original release
year for a track

The year that all of the tracks in the SYB
catalogue was released first.

Used for creating decade
categories used by end
clients.

BMP_REQ#11 Moods related
to a track

Data on what kind of moods, feelings, or
sound classification, that all tracks in the SYB
catalogue might be recognized as by an
audience. High-level mood classification is
needed, such as based on combined values
in genre, vocals, year, language, bpm etc.

A fundamental variable
both for music editors
and end users. Moods is
a powerful filtering tool
for creating niched
playlists for specific
businesses.

Data Sources
Several data sources related to each requirement have been evaluated during the first
pilot phase: datasets from CERTH on recognition level, from IRCAM on track genre,
60,000 SYB tracks analyzed for energy level, and other song analysis performed by the
technical team10. Additional internal testing at SYB, datasets from CINT and surveys, as
well as feedback from several demonstrations of the platform with stakeholders in the
music industry, including members of the Expert User Panel and Advisory Board, were
conducted to gain information on the effectiveness of the solutions.
Results and Conclusions
During the first pilot phase, SYB tested four of the requirements live on end users for a
period of 5 months (from January to through May 2019) giving crucial insights on how
end users perceive and use these functions. This was tested in over 10,000 locations,
meaning that already in this phase we could test the functions on a large scale.
We also tested and validated data sets from partners in the consortium on the
requirements that we could not yet pilot test in a live commercial environment.

10

For further detail, see D5.4 Music Platform pilot report v1.
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We tested the most novel and unique requirement for the Music Platform Use Case –
Recognitions level for tracks – in a survey that garnered over 1,000 respondents with
positive results.
Overall, the first pilot phase validated that the requirements chosen by SYB, together
with the business survey conducted as a part of WP1, were the correct requirements to
work with, and confirmed that the FuturePulse consortium had developed solutions that
were usable for both music editors and end clients.

4.3.2 Medium Scale Pilot
The Music Platform Use Case has been testing and implementing functions in an
iterative manner during the whole project, rather than during specific time frames, which
means that the separation between Small, Medium and Large does not fully comply with
the production development cycle of Soundtrack. User data has been gathered and
analyzed continuously from 2018 through 2020, and the results of user perception and
acceptance have been identified and used for tweaking the FuturePulse functions on the
platform.
Due to complications caused by the global pandemic and US stores remaining closed,
the Music Platform Use Case had to change the Medium and Large Scale Pilot phases
regarding in-store testing of certain requirements and functions. The Medium Scale Pilot
testing was focused on analyzing clients' usage of Music Platform-related requirements
on the Soundtrack platform, while the Large Scale Pilot testing was based on inviting
external testers to the FuturePulse platform. The deliverable D5.15 Music Platform Pilot
Report v2 reflects these changes in more detail.
The streaming of music in business settings decreased radically when the pandemic hit
the world, which can be seen in this overall graph of platform usage:

Pilot Users
Internal testing was continued by music editors, playlist makers and the development
team at SYB. Popularity, Moods, Energy, Year, Origin, Fade in/Fade out where all
implemented and expanded on the Soundtrack platform during 2020. Continuous data
analysis of end clients’ usage of features where done, as well as resellers usage of the
platform.
Pilot User Activities
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Music editors and end users used the different functions in their daily businesses, to
create playlists.
Medium Scale Requirements Tested
Requirement

Description

User Story

BMP_REQ#10:
Analyze
instrumental vs.
vocals, % of
major gender in
track

Information on which gender the
vocals is mainly sung by in the
SYB catalogue, or if there are
no vocals. One or more of the
following: Vocals = Female,
Male, Instrumental, Other.

Important feature when creating
playlists for gender specific businesses.
This variable is used to filter music
towards the suitable category and is
only available for music editors, not for
end users.

BMP_REQ#12:
BPM in a track

The general Beats Per Minute,
or tempo, for all tracks in the
SYB catalogue.

This is used by music editors for
filtering tracks when making
soundtracks, and as a composite for
the Energy feature used by end users.

BMP_REQ#13:
Information of how long a fade
Fade in and fade in/out is in seconds, if existing,
out of a track
for all tracks in the SYB
catalogue.

This is a fully technological function not
available front-end, but used for
crossfades between tracks in the backend.

BMP_REQ#14:
Major or minor
in a track

A value for major or minor in all
tracks of the SYB catalogue.

Used in detail by music editors, and as
a composite for Energy by end users.

BMP_REQ#15:
Genre
popularity for
each market

Genre popularities on different
markets. Genres based on
FuturePulse joint taxonomy and
Spotify taxonomy.

Is used by music editors for sorting and
creating playlists suitable for customers
on specific markets.

BMP_REQ#2:
Popularity level
of a track by
region

Popularity levels for each track
of the SYB catalogue in different
markets.

Is used by music editors for sorting and
creating playlists suitable for customers
on specific markets.

Results and Conclusions
The first pilot phase focused on testing the most innovative FuturePulse feature for the
Music Platform Use Case – requirement BMP_REQ#1 - Recognition level of a track. This
requirement was tested to such an extent that the model was verified through an online
crowd experiment and the results published in a peer review conference held by the
International Society for Music Information Retrieval in 2019. This feature is not yet on
the market, and should be actively pursued as a potential business opportunity for the
project.
During the second pilot phase, requirements on detailed song data were evaluated and
tested by IRCAM and Musimap.
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4.3.3 Large Scale Pilot

Pilot Users
In addition to the continued evaluation and analysis of clients and resellers usage of the
FuturePulse features on the Soundtrack platform, external pilot users were also invited
during this phase to test the FuturePulse UI, with the Music Platform Use Case
requirements implemented. 300+ different stakeholders related to the Music Platform
Use Case were invited, of which around 100 tested the FuturePulse platform.
Before the last phase, most of the functions had been implemented on the Soundtrack
platform, used on a daily basis in a live commercial setting. So, the categories of pilot
users are 1) Music editors at Soundtrack; 2) Resellers of the platform (with their own
music editors); and 3) End clients creating their own playlists and/or playing existing
playlists.
Below is an example of how the output for the creation of a playlist can look like. In
general, all playlists automatically include 600 tracks that have been chosen from the
catalogue. The tracks can either be sorted in a random way, or manually by a music
editor.
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Figure 5: Soundtrack, playlist
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Pilot User Activities
The largest difference between the earlier pilot phases and the last phase is that Music
Platform Use Case requirements were implemented on the FuturePulse UI, and not only
available through the API. This made it possible to invite external users (outside of the
SYB context), to also test the different functions.
Large Scale Requirements Tested
During the last phase of pilot testing, all of the implemented requirements on the
Soundtrack platform were tested continuously, through the analysis of user data. The
Production Tool had all of the FuturePulse requirements implemented except
BMP_REQ#1 - Recognition level of a track, BMP_REQ#15: Genre popularity for each
market). This is a major improvement compared to the earlier version of the platform.
93,900 tracks are now tagged in accordance to the parameters described earlier.
Tableau is used as the main platform for testing how well different playlists are received
by the users, such as skip rates (how frequently users are skipping tracks in playlists),
block rates (how many users that are blocking tracks), the amount of time spent playing
different playlists, movements between different playlists etc.
Daily reports are provided to the music team, which uses this data to create ever better
soundtracks. When a track is identified as being skipped or blocked often, the daily report
sends an automatic signal and the music team manually investigates the reason for this.
Sometimes the signal comes from incorrect tagging (e.g. explicit/non-explicit, wrong
mood, wrong language), and the track is retagged.
In other cases, it is simply that users in general do not feel that a track suits the specific
playlist. Below is an anonymized example of how daily blocks can be presented, where
each staple represents one playlist that can be expanded to see which tracks that have
been blocked within that playlist. As seen below, during this day, the playlist with the
most blocks was blocked 450 times, the second had a total of 428 blocks, and so on.
This is naturally important data for music editors and music professionals, to be able to
quickly identify when a song is not working optimally in a playlist.
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Figure 6: Soundtrack, daily playlist blocks

Energy levels are divided 1-10. Included in energy levels are composites of energy
related functions, as tested in earlier phases.
The genre taxonomy has been refined to make it easier for both music editors, resellers
and clients to choose the correct genre.
Moods (or brand values as it is called on the Soundtrack platform) have continued to be
refined, and the algorithm behind include mood related requirements (such as
Major/Minor for example).
The vocal requirement is implemented (on the FuturePulse platform we decided to use
the labels High/Low pitch instead of gender, but for playlist editors and clients of
Soundtrack it is Male/Female/Instrumental that is being used since that is the choice that
is asked for).
The origin requirement (country) has been refined and broadened to Language instead.
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Years are implemented exactly as the requirement was formulated in the beginning of
the project in 2018. Before 2018, decades are being used, but after 2018 individual years
of release are defined.
Popularity levels are used for “Not a hit” and “Has been a hit”, as well as for the
background algorithm choosing and ordering tracks on playlist level.

Figure 7: Soundtrack, selection criteria

Additionally, external testers had the opportunity to test those requirements that are still
not implemented on the Soundtrack platform (BMP_REQ#1 - Recognition level of a track,
and BMP_REQ#15: Genre popularity for each market) on the FuturePulse platform.
Results and Conclusions
During the last phase of pilot testing and implementation of FuturePulse requirements,
the production tool of Soundtrack included most of the functions that were planned for,
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and are continuously tested towards users of the platform. Genre Popularity per market
and Recognition levels are still being tested, and will continue to be tested during 2021.
The below heat map shows the concentration of users globally. The major part of users
is located in the USA, while the United Kingdom and Sweden are the second largest
countries.

Figure 8: Sound track, global users heat map

The results show that the FuturePulse functions are very useful for professional music
editors, but that end users are not as interested in using advanced alternatives when
choosing music. They want to be able to easily create soundtracks, rather than in detail
use all the different variables. This has led to a simplification of the creation tool that end
users have access to, at the same time as the tool for professional playlist production
has become more advanced. The testing shows that the ordering of tracks in a
playlist/soundtrack is very important for how well the playlist is received by business
owners, as well as customers to their stores. Popularity has shown to be very important,
sorting tracks depending on how popular the track is, and Recognition will add another
level of usefulness to this sorting. A playlist where users directly recognize the first songs
tends to be much more interesting, than a playlist where the first tracks are not
recognized.
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5 Final Analysis and Findings
This section covers the collected analysis for each Use Case over the entire three-year
project period, given the individual analyses of the separate pilot phases.

5.1 Individual Use Cases
5.1.1 Record Label Use Case
Despite the unexpected turn of events in 2020, the pilots still yielded useful results,
mostly due to the new development and implementation of requested features by the
technical team. Since the Small Scale Pilot a lot of feedback has been brought back to
the technical team regarding UX/UI and the usability of the platform. The result showed
that FuturePulse is a functioning platform that has improved from the initial version. This
has been proven through the pilot activities in the medium and large scale pilots. Some
of these improvements are; continuous updates to the UX; larger quantities of qualitative
data; newly developed and added features such as playlists and artist comparison and
more. Every time there has been an update to the platform we have been given a detailed
list of the changes and improvements made. This has made it very easy for the pilot
leaders to follow up on changes as well as communicate them to the pilot users.
During the course of the Medium Scale Pilot and especially the Large Scale Pilot, one
thing that has been found difficult is to manage the users’ expectations – the PGM pilot
users often expected a market-ready platform when testing FuturePulse, not a researchfocused project. They defaulted to comparing it to what they are used to: platforms and
analytical tools they use today. These expectations were tried to be met by explaining
the scientific research and value of the project.
Our findings show that users are enthusiastic about the potential FuturePulse holds. The
results from the Large Scale Pilot show us that the overall satisfaction of the platform
has shifted from ratings of ‘okay’ to ratings of ‘good’ and many times even ‘excellent’.
The platform has matured in a way that makes it easier for users to navigate the platform,
use its functions and see the possibilities of the research. FuturePulse has also received
great feedback when it comes to the Playlist functions among Record Label pilot users;
four of which stated that it is the best aspect of FuturePulse.
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Figure 9: From the large scale questionnaire showing the overall ratings of FuturePulse as a whole.

However, the data missing is too much of an issue for FuturePulse to be able to measure
itself against other analytical platforms available on the market today. With that in mind,
FuturePulse has developed features that are considered by the users to be novel and
unique. The possibility to gather so much data in one overview has not been seen
anywhere else. Also, the unique features like predictions, events and popularity scores
are very useful. Therefore, FuturePulse has the potential to be a powerful tool for the
industry, but needs more work to fully develop into a commercial product. Unlike the
Medium Scale Pilot users, many of the Large Scale users found that FuturePulse is
comprehensive and easy to use. This can be attributed to the continuous updates done
to the UX/UI of the platform.
A conclusion we can draw from the Large Scale Pilot is that users are always happy to
receive insights and information about their projects. However, there are many analytical
platforms, often priced very low or free, that offer insights on various levels so they feel
like any new platform needs to have a unique offer with features that cannot be found
elsewhere. Users are willing to pay for a service that includes unique and truly useful
features, however only if it is not something that is offered free of charge from the data
sources (Spotify, Facebook, etc.).
All pilot users would have liked to see even more data being displayed and gathered, or
at least made available through private accounts (such as PGM). This data included
everything from more detailed demographics data, more geographical data (in order to
do more narrow filter searches), expansion of genres to choose from, and better data
from other DSPs than Spotify. Even so, users were more accepting and satisfied with
the platform and excited for the platform or at least aspects of it to be commercially
available.
The work and development of FuturePulse in the last year of the project is remarkable.
It has gone from ideas to technical research and developments and then incorporated
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to a fully functioning platform. Something to take away from the pilots is to focus on the
unique features that FuturePulse has developed and present them in a commercially
viable way. The focus so far has been to try and do it all at the same time: develop a
platform that displays a huge catalogue of artists while also having up-to-date data
which all should be displayed in a professional and user friendly way. While this is an
impressive ambition and something that was somewhat achieved; the fact is that a
research project will never be able to compete with commercial analytical platforms
when it comes to giving the user ‘the whole package’. Instead, going forward,
FuturePulse should focus more on what it is they do best; come up with creative ideas
and ways to use data and technically develop these ideas into highly sought after
functions. This is where FuturePulse saw its competitive advantage throughout the
course of the project.

5.1.2 Live Music Use Case
At the end of Year Three, FuturePulse presents as a rigorously tested, close-to-market
platform, with a significant profile in the industry among stakeholders and prospective
clients. Following one year of involvement in the project, Sónar as the Live music use
case partner finds the platform performing successfully, when measured against both
the KPI’s established in the methodology (expanded upon in D5.6 Live Music pilot report
v2) and the aims of the use case summarized in the Business Concept and the Customer
Experience parts of the current document. Our analysis and evaluation of the results of
the medium and large scale pilots, supports the conclusion that the current iteration of
FuturePulse, meets or exceeds the evaluation criteria following, along with a further
evaluation of overall strengths and weaknesses of the platform and appraisal of the
challenges and solutions presented over the last year of the project.
At the start of Sónar’s involvement in the project, it was apparent that there was a clear
need within the industry for a tool to help data driven decisions regarding the booking of
artists in an increasingly competitive market. Our professional experience had already
led us to use public data available through streaming platforms in order to aid in this
process, so it was clear that a tool that could provide more detailed analytics would be
immensely valuable. By focusing the Medium Scale Pilot on wider market research, we
were able to corroborate this assumption. Both the focus group users from 5 leading
international festivals belonging to the We Are Europe collaboration and bookers and
marketers from Sónar Festival’s international editions reported that their current data
practices were similarly limited to the public data available. Of the initial features
presented to this group, Artist predictive popularity, and detailed data by geographic
region were judged the most desirable.
Similarly, the platform as a whole was rated highly by the pilot users in terms of the
‘usefulness of data in my daily business’, further supporting our conclusion that the
platform could confer a considerable competitive advantage in the industry.
Accordingly, and following the roadmap established in the Year 3 Action Plan, these
were the features that Sónar, along with the technical partners, focused on developing
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in preparation for the Large Scale Pilot. In terms of collaboration and development with
the other partners in the consortium, significant progress was made in this stage, with all
partners receptive to shaping these features and in particular, taking affirmative steps to
overcome issues with a lack of data on the platform for our specific industry of electronic
music. These issues had been flagged by Medium Scale Pilot users, and the
responsiveness and rapidity of the technical partners in solving this should be
commended.
This stage in the project coincided with the rise of the COVID-19 pandemic, with its knock
on effects for the music industry and live events in particular presenting a real challenge
to the project. As it became clear that live events were to be cancelled for the foreseeable
future, the initial goal of testing FuturePulse in a real-world event had to be re-appraised.
Sónar’s solution to this was twofold; changing the parameters of the Large Scale Pilot to
encompass testing by an expanded group of stakeholders, and to focus on the
communication and dissemination aspects of the project in the final stage.
The situation also confirmed our pivot from a purely booking application to encompassing
marketing and communication of a pre-existing line-up, as, in the event that live music
could go ahead, we would be well positioned to test these applications. Unfortunately,
as events remained cancelled throughout 2020 and into 2021, this testing remained
hypothetical.
With the revised goals and KPIs for the Large Scale Pilot identified, and the technical
development realized to a satisfactory degree, Sónar went into the second test with a
total of 60 events represented by 25 participants including major European events such
as Mad Cool or Wakken festival. User feedback from this stage of testing was largely
positive, with the key features of FuturePulse prediction function rated highly by a
majority of users. It should be noted that in response to the question ‘How likely would
you be to use insights to make decisions’, 60% of testers responded ‘very likely’, with
this serving as proof of concept. Again, while the platform performed well against the
evaluation criteria, the lack of a real-world test presents an obstacle when it comes to
drawing an overall conclusion, with the data available being largely qualitative at this
stage. While user satisfaction was average or above average across all the features
tested, with a special focus placed on both the Artist Popularity and Venue Rank
features, perhaps the greatest accomplishment of the platform in its current iteration is
its flexibility.
As a ‘one stop shop’ for music data analytics, the alpha version of the platform’s variety
of features allows close to a complete user journey on the platform, with the ability to
track an artist through multiple data points from artist popularity to genre performance,
past performances by region or track performance in playlists.
While not all of these features are relevant to an exclusive live music scenario, the
platform’s versatility is a key strength, and can be seen as proof of the benefits of a
collaborative consortium based approach to development and design. The flexibility
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inherent in the platform, and the responsiveness of the technical team has also allowed
Sónar to pivot quickly and effectively when needed in the adaptation of requirements and
functionalities. A key instance of this occurred during the Medium Scale Pilot when
adapting the FuturePulse Popularity functionality to a marketing and communication
application as opposed to booking. This is encouraging in terms of longevity, highlighting
that the platform can be easily adapted to future applications, unforeseen by the
consortium. (Similar conclusions can be drawn from the winning solution to the Sónar
Innovation Challenge, which posited an adaptation of the current venue rank functionality
to the booking of online events. See WP6.).
Combined data from the Medium and Large Scale Pilots show that users would be more
likely to use artist insights from the FuturePulse popularity feature to develop strategic
marketing campaigns and decision-making if more data sources were added or
available. Users pointed out the missing information about social media sources as
Instagram or TikTok and also the perceived unreliability of Bandsintown as a data
source. Another concern with the artist popularity feature raised by the Medium Scale
pilot users was the clarity of the metrics displayed in the UX. Although this is a valid
concern related to UX/UI, this is the case across all FuturePulse’s main competitors, and
was also significantly addressed by design updates going into the Large Scale Pilot.
Another key need raised by both marketing professionals and bookers was geographical
information. Pilot users are more likely to use popular artists by city and the VenueRank
feature for booking purposes rather than for marketing and communication strategies,
and the same goes for genre popularity by country. Bookers, however, have stated that
it would be interesting to include more information about ticketing (pricing, sold outs, etc.)
and venue information (capacity, type, etc.), although they are aware of the difficulty of
obtaining this kind of data from reliable sources. Regarding geographical information, on
the marketing side the pilots report that although the findings are positive and can be
used to implement actions, a strong upgrade would be to be able to geolocate the search
of artist popularity, insights or popularity predictions. It should be noted that this
shortcoming was forecast and raised with the consortium by Sónar in March 2020, but
was proved difficult to implement by the technical team.
Although this analysis presents a positive reception to the platform when judged against
the evaluation criteria, and against the competition in the market, there still appears to
be an industry wise hesitancy when it comes to adopting data driven tools wholesale. As
UX/UI aspects as well as the functionality of the platform were all rated highly, this cannot
be attributed to a failure on behalf of the platform, but to a general conservatism in the
industry when it comes to acceptance of advanced features such as predictive analysis.
From our analysis, we can conclude that FuturePulse clearly exceeded stakeholder
expectations, but also that expectations in this market may have been lower than we had
initially surmised. A majority of users were more interested in the base level publically
available data and UX aspects of the platform, rather than the more advanced genre
recognition, playlisting and predictive functionalities.
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5.1.3 Music Platform Use Case
The evaluation of user perception for the Music Platform Use Case is based on data
analysis of FuturePulse features implemented on the Soundtrack platform, data analysis
of invited test users to the FuturePulse UI, as well as results from focus groups,
workshops, individual communication and music editors’ responses.
Overall, the responses have been positive, although some functionality is missing for the
Music Platform Use Case on the FuturePulse platform itself. FuturePulse functions
implemented on the Soundtrack platform have been used live since 2020 and usage
data has been evaluated on a daily basis.
One important finding is that not only the test users for the Music Platform Use Case
have an interest in the solutions developed by FuturePulse, but also playlist makers,
DJs, radio programmers and many more professional roles within the music industry.
For music editors of different kinds, the audio analysis and descriptors have been very
important. At the moment, streaming platforms in general are moving towards highly
automated solutions for choosing music. Automatically generated playlists are both
content- and context-based, and FuturePulse features have contributed important
functions to the Soundtrack platform.
What is even more interesting is that the FuturePulse project also has contributed to an
even larger change that is just starting to happen within the background music industry.
There has been a move to a user-centric distribution paradigm rather than the existing
pro-rata model. The pro-rata model means that streaming platforms are gathering usage
data for each country and month as a whole, that is, even if a user is not streaming Ed
Sheeran or The Weeknd, a quite large part of their subscription fee will still go to those
artists. One could say that the existing model for streaming platforms is that each country
is a user, rather than each subscriber.
One of the results related to the FuturePulse project is a new licensing structure, the
SYB Model, where SYB is the first background music service to license commercial
rights directly from rights holders on a global basis. More than 10,000 such direct
licenses to use the music in a commercial setting (i.e. the rights to “pipe in” the music to
the business) are in place now, and SYB provide detailed data on each and every stream
that is being made on location, something that is totally new in the area of background
music. All major labels, major publishers, as well as the majority of the indie sector have
agreed upon the SYB Model as a means to change praxis within the background music
sector, including administration optimization and new levels of revenue sharing from
streaming.
The user-centric model on the other hand distributes money to rights holders based on
each users’ actual listening activity. Six studies have been conducted in recent years
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regarding these different models11, showing that the user-centric model would indeed be
much more fair, and could benefit more niche genres, small labels, and local music. The
problem right now is the administration and processing power required to analyze this
data for hundreds of millions of users.
During the FuturePulse project, Soundtrack Your Brand has experimented on how a
user-centric model would work in the B2B music sector, and have decided to introduce
that model in 2020. The research and work within the FuturePulse project have been
essential for this development, that is still just in the beginning (SYB have provided
evidence for the ongoing parliament discussions in the UK regarding the streaming
economy, and are in talks with all major labels and CMOs about making this shift).
Since the background music industry does not have hundreds of millions of users, but
closer to tens of thousands, the user-centric model is much more effective in providing
the correct remuneration to the correct rights holders. Also, since SYB now has the same
catalogue as consumer streaming services, it is the first platform that can provide a real
alternative to the extensive wrong usage of consumers streaming services in business
environments. FuturePulse features and functions, as implemented by the SYB
development team, is here an incredibly important part of this journey, since the platform
can add value to business owners that is not available on YouTube, Apple Music,
Deezer, Tidal, Spotify etc.
Energy levels, popularity, moods, vocals/instrumental, year, and genre identification are
features that are not available in the same multimodal way on consumer streaming
services. The testing and usage of these functions, both on the Soundtrack platform and
the FuturePulse UI, shows that it is this an added value – in addition to a new licensing
scheme where business owners only pay one fee for all rights, public performance etc.
– that hopefully will lead to a huge shift in this area of the music industry. The FuturePulse
consortium members can therefore proudly say that they have been a part of developing
not just technological solutions, but conceptual and economic solutions that are part of
changing the music industry for the better.

5.2 Overall Evaluation of FuturePulse
5.2.1 User Perception
Pilot users had a positive overall user perception of the FuturePulse platform. Users
found FuturePulse to be useful in its implementation of novel and unique features; the
most notable of which across all use cases are the artist and track popularity functions.
The prediction tool, combined visual timeline and popularity functions were met also with
11

Arnt Maasø, Norway (2014): User-centric settlement for music streaming; Rasmus Rex Pedersen,
Denmark (2014): Music Streaming in Denmark; Jari Muikku et al (2017) Pro Rata and User Centric
Distribution Models: A Comparative Study; Joseph Dimont (2018) Royalty Inequity: Why Music Streaming
Services Should Switch to a Per-Subscriber Model; Will Page & David Safir (2018): Money In, Money Out –
Lessons from CMO’s in allocating and distributing licensing revenue; Saeed Alaei et al (2020) RevenueSharing Allocation Strategies for Two-Sided Media Platforms: Pro-Rata versus User-Centric
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praise for their uniqueness and usefulness in the daily business of both the Record Label
and Live Music Use Cases. In addition, the development and expansion of the predictive
functionality of the Artist Prediction tool from 3 to 12 weeks, had an overall positive effect
on user perception. The Music Platform pilot users were most interested in popularity
and genre functions.
The pilot testing affirms the assumption that music industry professionals are looking for
an “all-in-one” platform that compiles data from many sources. Initial feedback from users
in the Medium Scale Pilot for both the Record Label and Live Music Use Cases
reaffirmed and shaped the future development of the platform as an all-in-one tool for
music analytics from a range of sources, in accordance with the evaluation criteria. This
focus on developing such a platform was met with approval from both the Record Label
and Live Music Use Cases. One Record Label pilot user claimed FuturePulse’s best
aspect was that “there is a lot of information concentrated in one place with easy access
and segmentation.” The combined visual timeline was also specifically praised by Record
Label pilot users as an example of FuturePulse’s ability to compile data from many
sources.
Live Music pilot users stated a need for a data-informed marketing & communication tool,
which led the Live Music pilot to drive FuturePulse in that direction. Subsequently, these
users found FuturePulse to be effective in this function, given their positive evaluation of
the platform in this scenario.
One criticism shared across multiple use cases was a lack in certain relevant & reliable
data. Users pointed out missing information from relevant social media sources (e.g.
Instagram, TikTok) as well as the perceived unreliability of data from Bandsintown.
Record Label users pointed to the need for more private data available for artists and
tracks to be able to make better decisions. Geographic and demographic data was also
listed as an area of the platform that should be improved to make FuturePulse’s data
even more relevant to daily business. As the pilot leaders and technical team learned in
developing and testing the platform, much of this data is difficult to obtain due to
confidentiality and lack of reliable sources for certain data.
Overall, user perception was that the platform was overwhelmingly well made and
contained relevant information and insight, though it could use some more depth in its
data.

5.2.2 User Acceptance
By the completion of the project, pilot users responded well to FuturePulse’s usefulness,
intuitiveness. and ease of gathering information from the platform’s user interface. All
three use cases found the functions to be useful to some degree, specifically popularity.
Two features in particular were rated by Record Label users to be useful in their daily
business – 1) the ability to see a collected view of data and other metrics (67% of Record
Label users rated this useful); and 2) the ability to compare artists’ performance against
past performance and that of other artists (66% of Record Label users rated this as
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useful). FuturePulse was rated “good” to “excellent” on both functions by those same
users. One Record Label pilot user called the platform “a straight-forward tool for artist
and genre analytics.”
The combined timeline, popularity score, and prediction functionalities all received praise
for their usefulness in the daily business of Record Label users. Based on the data from
the pilots and the opinion of the use case leaders, FuturePulse accurately presents a
close-to-complete picture of an artist’s online journey over time compared to other artists.
The prediction functionality was seen as a welcome step forward and deemed even more
trustworthy than expected by some live music professionals. The platform has also been
shown to be a useful marketing and communication tool according to feedback from Live
Music pilot users.
However, music editors and playlist makers found the UI difficult to extract information
relevant to their use case, citing issues with filtering options. This, however, is seen as a
simple fix should development of the platform continue. In general, UX/UI is a concern
voiced by users among all of FuturePulse’s competitors as well.
As previously mentioned, the lack of some data that users felt was very useful also hurt
user acceptance, as this made the platform marginally less effective in their daily
business. Though, as with user perception, the user acceptance was overwhelmingly
positive.

5.2.3 Impact Assessment
Across use cases, FuturePulse’s most impactful point was shown to be its novelty and
uniqueness as a tool. Pilot users found FuturePulse to be unique across many areas –
its nature as an all-in-one tool, its features (e.g. combined visual timeline, prediction, and
popularity scores), and its broad range of appeal across sectors and job functions (e.g.
bookers, managers, A&R, marketing professionals, public relations, editors, etc.). The
uniqueness of relevant features not only towards business clients, but also towards
customers in the music industry, was praised by Music Platform users – especially the
platform’s genre popularity prediction function.
As a whole, pilot leaders found that of these unique aspects, FuturePulse’s ability to
aggregate data across many sources – DSPs, social media, venues, original data
analysis, etc. – and display them in a unique way was its most impactful. The combined
visual timeline is a unique feature yet to be found on the market and exemplified this to
users.
However, FuturePulse’s user experience/user interface, while highly rated by Record
Label and Live Music pilot users, was deemed to be a barrier preventing Music Platform
pilot users (music/playlist editors), from fully taking advantage of the FuturePulse
features through the platform itself. However, the individual FuturePulse features that
were accessed through Soundtrack Your Brand’s proprietary UI were rated highly. At the
moment, the Music Platform Use Case has shown that the FuturePulse UI itself needs
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to be more developed to be used by music editors and end clients on a daily basis, since
some of the functions are not fully implemented (e.g. recognition levels on country levels,
more advanced filtering methods).
An important impact of the FuturePulse project is also that based on data collected from
FuturePulse study, Soundtrack Your Brand made the decision to move from a pro-rata
revenue model to a user-centric revenue model, the first streaming service to use this
model. This was a direct example of FuturePulse testing impacting business decisions
made by a member of a use case, which is quite remarkable.
The roll-out of the final stage of testing also had a net positive impact, with the alignment
of the consortium partners around the communication and dissemination of the
conference appearances, webinar and media buys, resulting in a strong concentration
of interest in the platform throughout the industry. Similarly, the high-profile roles of the
pilot users across use cases contributed to an outsized impact within the industry,
expanding the reach of the pilot beyond the audience originally targeted.

5.2.4 Business Value
As shown throughout the report and reiterated in this analysis, the need for a
comprehensive music data analysis platform exists for many actors within the industry.
Each use case has shown that FuturePulse has unique, useful, and effective features.
In addition, a wide range of potential users found these features to be useful individually
and when presented as a total package. Users have also reported that many of them are
overwhelmed with the amount of data available and have a hard time knowing where to
look for what, and why. In addition, this data analysis is likely not going to be done by
end users themselves, as it can be expensive and complicated to build proprietary
systems that can collect and display large amounts of data. That is why most labels and
industry professionals need to rely on third parties to do so.
As far as willingness to pay for the platform, 56% of Record Label pilot users stated that
if they had access to FuturePulse, they would use it on a daily basis; 30% on a weekly
basis. However, few users would pay over 49€ per month for it.
Currently, the FuturePulse platform enjoys high visibility among stakeholders in the
industry, thanks to the communication and dissemination activities carried out in Year 3
– including participation in Sónar+D CCCB and the Sónar Innovation Challenge. These
stakeholders have also expressed interest in the present and future potential of the tool.
There are still, however, some setbacks to widespread adoption. VenueRank, the feature
most applicable to the Live Music market, would require more rigorous external testing
to be proven useful but couldn’t be tested fully due to the absence of available data.
While this is a direct result of the pandemic and does not reflect on failings of the
consortium, it is the opinion of the Live Music pilot leader that more testing of this feature
would be needed before taking the platform to market among their potential adopters.
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Unfortunately, the data on this front from the Music Platform Use Case is unavailable,
given complications caused by the global pandemic’s shutdown of stores and lack of
available data on in-store performance of the Soundtrack Your Brand platform.
Through all this, it is clear that there is significant potential business value to much of the
platform both in its entirety and each individual function. The Record Label and Live
Music pilot leaders agree that developing and marketing FuturePulse as an all-in-one
data solution has serious merit, while the Music Platform pilot leader believes that this
approach could work well among certain music editors and playlist makers (not only
background music, but also for consumer streaming services, radio, and others) should
improvements to the UI continue. However, for background music providers that want to
use the full functionality, FuturePulse’s functions would work best as a licensed API.

5.3 KPI Findings
Below are the final FuturePulse KPIs established in the early stages of development.
These KPIs were used to guide the development of requirements. Like those
requirements, as the project progressed and changed over the 39-month period, the later
KPIs were also updated to reflect this. For each KPI, the context is explained below.
Number of artists where FuturePulse is tested (Record Label Use Case) - 1000
● Status: Achieved
● Explanation: There were over 3,700 artist searches conducted in total by pilot
users, including more than 1,700 pilot users directly targeted by the three use
case leaders.
Number of artists where FuturePulse is tested (Live Music Use Case) - 100
● Status: Achieved (Modified due to Partner Change)
● Explanation: This KPI was initially set by Bass Nation – previous partner in the
project – and it was focused on “events where FuturePulse is tested” and not
“artists”. When Sónar joined the project later, they revised this KPI to better reflect
their need to evaluate artist popularity for booking decisions. This, therefore, was
achieved along with the previous KPI.
Number of stores where FuturePulse is tested (Music Platform Use Case) - 100
● Status: Achieved (Modified due to Global Pandemic)
● Explanation: The original KPI – “Number of stores where FuturePulse is tested”
– was modified due to a near global shutdown of stores following the pandemic,
it was not possible to conduct in-store studies during 2020. Still though, the most
essential FuturePulse requirements used on the Soundtrack platform could be
tested and data collected also during 2020 through existing clients, as well as
tested by external users in the last phase of pilot testing.
Increase of stakeholder sales as a result of FuturePulse recommendations and/or
predictions (compared to projections following the average market trends) - 25%
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Status: Not Possible Due to Global Pandemic
Explanation: This KPI was rendered unattainable due to the global pandemic’s
total shutdown of the live music industry, and the inability to do live testing on real
data in-store. Internal testing by the partner Soundtrack Your Brand yields though
that FuturePulse predictions of Recognition levels, Popularity levels and Energy
levels will be very useful when the testing of these music parameters on
stakeholder sales can be done after the pandemic.

Number of music industry stakeholders directly involved in pilots - 20
● Status: Achieved
● Explanation: By the end of November, FuturePulse had registered 468 active
users representing 221 unique companies that had pilot tested the platform. Each
of these users provided user action data that has been analyzed and incorporated
into each use case’s pilot report deliverable. An additional 55 pilot users
completed questionnaires that granted further in-depth feedback.
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6 Conclusions
All in all, the three-year, four-phase FuturePulse pilot process project garnered some
interesting insights from the minds of end users across the recorded music industry, the
live music industry, and the background music industry. The platform was seen as
among industry experts, pilot users, and members of the consortium (industry experts in
their own right) as a unique platform boasting many useful and forward-thinking features
– prediction, popularity, recognition levels, as examples – that also combined data from
many industry-relevant sources. The pilot process confirmed existing assumptions (e.g.
the importance of local artist popularity data) and debunked others (e.g. prediction data
is more trusted than expected by end users). It identified potential new areas of technical
development of interest to end users – expansion of private data availability, local
geographic and demographic popularity data – that could prove to be game-changers in
the music business.
The pilot testing also confronted and revealed a number of challenges during the period,
the greatest of which was the COVID-19 pandemic and subsequent music industry
shutdown. This further complicated an already ambitious project, given the everchanging nature of the music industry. This type of platform requires testing in as many
real-world scenarios as possible; especially for Live Music Use Case and the pandemic
made that all but impossible. In addition, the pilot process and feedback from users
revealed some major technical challenges, such as gathering, processing, and
presenting the sheer volume of data within the platform in a user-friendly way. This
massive amount of data was seen by users as a plus and a minus to the FuturePulse
platform – FuturePulse is a one-stop shop, but needs to provide more context for the
data for the less tech savvy potential end users in the industry.
As a mark of internal insight yielded by the project, pilot leaders learned the importance
of managing user expectations. While the FuturePulse project is primarily a research
project and its purpose is not to present a market-ready product early on in the pilot
process, it proved difficult for pilot users to test the platform with that in mind. When
you present a product like FuturePulse to industry professionals they will by default start
comparing it to what they are used to: commercially available platforms and analytical
tools that they currently use.
Nevertheless, in the face of all these challenges, and with support and flexibility from the
European Commission and the resilience of consortium members, the pilot leaders were
still able to produce a pilot process that obtained some major successes.
Overall, the pilot findings show that pilot users across sectors are enthusiastic about
the potential FuturePulse holds. For FuturePulse to compete with other platforms,
however, its developers and testers must lean into the uniqueness and novelty of its
features since there are many alternative analytical platforms, often priced very low or
free. The strongest part of the FuturePulse developed technology, based on the
feedback from test users and questionnaires, and compared to existing statistical
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platforms, is clearly the extensive research and development that have been spent on
creating predicting capabilities, features that no other platform is using today.
For the future, FuturePulse technology will continue to be tested and implemented.
Soundtrack Your Brand for instance, will continue testing and making live usage of the
FuturePulse features and functions in 2021, especially the unique predictions of
recognition and popularity scores. FuturePulse have developed a way of analyzing
music that could lead to new commercial products for music editing and playlist
creation that is not on the market yet.
The work and development of FuturePulse in the last year of the project is remarkable.
It has gone from ideas to technical research and developments and then incorporated
to a fully functional platform. Moving forward, there are still interesting questions that
remain: whether or not to continue to develop FuturePulse as an all-in-one platform to
compete with currently commercially available and widely used analytical platforms has
risks and would require a significant amount of continuing work. Maintaining a detailed
catalogue of artists with current data from many sources in a user-friendly package
would be difficult and likely require additional funding to build on the existing system.
Another idea raised by pilot leaders and consortium members is the possibility of
instead focusing on developing the existing novel features, and designing new ones to
provide to existing platforms. No matter the path forward, this pilot process has shown
that to date, FuturePulse has developed some clearly sought after features that hold
broad appeal within the current music industry and tapped into a true need for
professionals in this sphere.
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